Quantum dots are conventionally applicable for wide-profiling of wall polymer distribution and destruction in diverse cells of rice.
Plant cell walls represent enormous biomass resources for biofuels, and it thus becomes important to establish a sensitive and wide-applicable approach to visualize wall polymer distribution and destruction during plant growth and biomass process. Despite quantum dots (QDs) have been applied to label biological specimens, little is reported about its application in plant cell walls. Here, semiconductor QDs (CdSe/ZnS) were employed to label the secondary antibody directed to the epitopes of pectin or xylan, and sorted out the optimal conditions for visualizing two polysaccharides distribution in cell walls of rice stem. Meanwhile, the established QDs approach could simultaneously highlight wall polysaccharides and lignin co-localization in different cell types. Notably, this work demonstrated that the QDs labeling was sensitive to profile distinctive wall polymer destruction between alkali and acid pretreatments with stem tissues of rice. Hence, this study has provided a powerful tool to characterize wall polymer functions in plant growth and development in vivo, as well as their distinct roles during biomass process in vitro.